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ABSTRACT
In this paper we derive

at)

problem[?) uses matrix Nevsnlinna theory[3]. Althouglk it is easy to

upper bound for the McMillan

generalize the Chang-Pearson approach to general prohlerns of the

degi.cr of all Hm-optimal controllers using vector interpolation

first kind, their use of the work in [3] disguises the McMillan degree

llicory. Our analysis will be confined to problems which may be

of t h e closed loop. We obviate this pioblenl by replacing the rnntrix

embedded in F i g l . We will also arsume that both PL2(5) and

Nevanlinna theory, a' la [3], with a generalization of the so-called

1'21(s)

square. We will dernoustrate that the interpolation

Nevanlinua-Pich tangent probleni ivl~ich was first posed by M. G.

theory approach is tnore direct, and circumvents a number of

Krein and studied by I. P FedLina[7.8.9]. This theory shows tlrat all

technical difficulties which have La be overcome using an alternative

(ntatrix valued) closed loops can bc characterized in terriss of a

approach[i3]. As a by product, we obtain a new result on the degree

Blaschke product of McMillan degree

are

one factors.

With this

of all optimal solutions to the matrix Nevanlinna-Pick problem. A

established, a closed loop degree bound follows without effort. This

more detailed account of this work will appear shortly in a journal

approach has recmrly been applied to the MIMO sensitivity

paper[l4].

problem by l<imura[l2].

1. INTRODUCTION
-

2.
Let us suppose that

In a recent paper[l3] i t was shown that there is a class of
1%"-optimal
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controllers with McMiilan degree no greater than n-l
P2?(s) = N,(S)D;'(S) = D ~ ' ( S ) N ~ ( S )

for all prohlems of the first kind (arc block problems); n being the

(2.1)

dcgrre of P(s) in Fig.1. T h e proof in (131, which is based on
appidrioiulion theory, is lorig and intricate. In this paper r e

are right and left rational coprime fractional factorizations of

d e m o n s t i a t e an

and

alternative

approach

which

is

b ~ c d on

interpolation theory. T h e advantage of this method is that
interpolation theory lends directly to a degree bound o~ all optimal
closed loops. Wtth this in hand, it is relatively easy to obtain a
bound oil the controller degree.
The

Ncvanlinna-Pick-Schur

interpolation

theory

has

the correspond~ngBerout identities. 'Then i t is wcll know11 lhill.

already -been used exter~sively in the study of single loop (SISO)
Hm problem..

Zames and Francie[IS] use this theory to solve the

K(s)=(u~+D,Q)(v~-N,Q)-~(s)Q(s)ERH"

minimum se~lsitivity problem. Their expression for the optimal
closed loop [19,eqn(4.2)] infact bounds the degree of the closed Imp,
the bound b c i n ~the number of terms in the interoalatine" Blaschke
product. Kimura[ll], and Khargonekar and Tannenbaum[lO] use
interpolation

theory

to

study optimal

roburtnerr

problems.

Tannenbirum har also analysed a "robustified" form of the strong
stabilization problan using interpolation theory[lG]. As *.ilh thv

(2.3)

is a parametrization of ail stabilizing co~~trollers[5,6.15].We obtain
by direct computation that

K ( I + P-.,,Io~~(~)=(u~+D,Q)D~(~)

(2.4)

and llence

work in [ID], an optimal closed loop degree bound is implicit in this
woilr. Tlic situation is more complicated in the multirarivble
(MIMO) care.
One of the first s o h t i o n s to the MIMO optimal sensitivit).

R(s)= [ P I 1 . PIZI((I

+~

= I(PI1 - J'121JIDIP21)
=[TI l-T12QT211(s)

~ ~ 1 < ) ~ ~ 1 ' ~ ~ ] ( ~ )

- ~I'12Dr)L1(L)IP21)l(~)
(2.5)

~srametrizedlinearly in Q(s)[5,6,15]. If PZ2(s) is stable,
UI=O. U,=O, Dr=l. D p l , VI=I.
Substituting t h e e into (2.4) gives

we

(3.5)

deg(r)_<nz+deg(u)

where y(s)=R(s)u(s) in Fig.1. Equation (2.5) shows that R(r) is
get

where

"(3)

is an atbitrary srable contiact~on

Vr=l and N,=NI=P22(s).
(ii) If

n>o

and is

irol

definite, the interpolating function is

unique with

which is the Q-parametrization of Zames[20].
(iii) The minimum norm taken by any interpolating function

& THE DEGREE BOLIND
Suppose that n=deg(P), r=deg(R)

is given by the solution of a gcseralized eigenvalue problem: Find
the maximum value d p such that detn is zero.

and c=(number of

In the SlSO cnsa. therefore,

cansellatronr between K(sJ and P(n)). Then

rb=uz. l

(3.7)

if ~(s)is optimal, or

To obtain an upper bound for deg(K), we proceed in two steps:
(i) We use iuterpolation theory to establish an upper
if r(s) is sub-optimal.

bound r,, for r, and
(ii) Theorem 3.1 (below) provides an upper bound eb

-The MlMO get~eralizatiottsof these rsults are given in the

on c.

,next scction. All that changes is that (3.7) dnd (3.8) become

Given such bounds, we have
deg(K)Sr+cb-n

(3.2)

Since Q ( s ) in (2.5) must be stahle, every right llalf plane
zero

ub=nz+deg(U)-1

(3.9)

ib=nddeg(U)

(3.10)

and

of either T12(s) or TZ1(s) is also a zero of T12QT21(~).
where U(s) is an arbitrary stable matrix cotltrnction of appropriate

Consequently, in the SlSO c a w we have

dimensions. In partieula~., there exists an optimal interpolating
matrix K(s) with deg(K)< nz - 1.

where si is any right half plane zero of either t12(s) or I'~(S) and nz

When establishing the bound cb, we recall that no right half

their number. The pairs (s;, bi) are interpolation co~istrninwto be

plane cancellations are ailowed: such cancellations would violate the

~.

satisfied by any r(s) whish corresponds to an internally sthble closed
loop. F ~ o m the standard NevanlinnaPiek-Sehur interpolstion

internal stability requirement. With this in mind, we may use
Theorem 3.1 to establish that

theory [4,17.18] we know thac there exists an interpolating fui~ction
tfs)€RBm, with iir(s)ll,cp,

if and only if the hermitian Pick

cb 5 {#of left half plane ieros of PI2(s))+{# of left half

~nntrix

. .

. .

.

plane zeros of PZl(s)j

Theorem 3.1[1,13]

~

~

Let

1s positive semi-definite. In (3.4) i numbers the rows and j the
columns. It is also well known thaL[4,17j
(3.1?)
(i) If
with

n > 0,

there Is a continuum of interpolating functions

in which P12(s)ER

P xm

'(s)

ppm1
with pl>m2 and P Z 1 ( s ) ~ R
(3)

with m1>p2. Suppose also that

$2

K(s)=s

:j

R(sl=(Tll-T12QT21)(s)Q~

(3.19)

in which T12(s) and TZ1(s) are square with no imaginary axis

zeros. Due to the stable nature of Q ( s ) , there exist vectors a.f0
such thqt
(3.131
'r:,l(si)~i=O

(42a)

is a minin,al iealizvtion and that the well posedness catlditiu~idet(1D ? ~ D ) # ois ~atisfied.Then in the closed loop of Fig.1

and consequently

(a)every unobservable mode (from y) is a Smith zero of

R(s.)a.=TI1(si)ai=hi
I !

i=1,2 ,....n

(4.2b)

a r each of the nZz1 right half plane zeros of TZ1(s) Similarly, if S.
is a right half piane zeroof TIZ(s), there exist a:# 0 such that

[I,) every uncontrollable mode (from u) is a Smitb zero of

0
Equations (4.2) and (4.3) taken together describe the MIMO

Combining (3.21, (3.7-10) and (3.11) gives

interpolation constraints srsoclated with all internally stable closed
loops.
Theorem 3.2
F~~ any H
".

The aim of our main theorem is to:
optimal control problem of the first kind, every

optimal

(a)

ont troller satisfie3

Find necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a

rtable interpolating matrix function R ( S ) E R ~ ~ ~which
( S ) satisfies
both

and every p-suboptimal controller (i.e. IlR(s)lla_<p)satisfies

R(si)ai=b.

;=I,? ....,n z21

14.41

a;R(si)=b;

i=n,21+l ....,n,

(4.5)

and

(b) If the solution is not unique characterize all solutions
In (3.16) and (3.17) U(s) is an ubitrary matrix contraction of

(e) Give a degree bound on all interpolating functions.

specified dimensions, which may have degree zero. i n the SISO case
.

the Hm-optimal controller is unique and satisfies

...

We will not deal with interpolation with multipiicities.

..
. (3)

deg(K)ln-1

(3.18)

4.1
-

The

This bound is always also attainable in the MIMO case.

0

Solution of the vector interoalation

oroblem

key component oi the Nevanlinna algorithm is the

elementary linear fractional map. These maps characterire ail
matrix functions which satisfy a single vector intripolatioci

-4.

THE VECTOR INTERPOLATION PROBLEM

We refer to the parametrisatbn of ail internally stable

closed loops once more. That is

conrtraint[7,14]. Our next result describes the properties of rhere
maps.

Lemma 4.1[14] (piapertien of elementary iinear fractional maps)
Suppose s l is a complex ~nulnber in the open right hnif
pianr and that a and b are complex vectois which satisfy (&*ahSb)>O. if

and

in which

Then
Further, if ll> 0

(i) H(s) is inner
(ii) if R(s) = [Hll+ H ~ ~ U ( I - H ? ~ U ) - ~ H then
~ ~ ] (R(E)
S ) , is a
stable contraction a n d R(sl)a

= b for all stable contractive
and if fl2 0

U(s)'s of appropriate dirnenoiono.

Proof

(i) follows by direct calculation. Since Re(S1

-

4b.b)

> 0.

H(s) is stable. T h i s together with the small gain theoiem and the

assumed stability of U(s) establishes the stability of R(s). Clearly

where U(s) is an arbitrary stable and contractive matrix of
appropriate dimensions.
Remaik4.1 As in the SISO case, the caleulvtion of the minimum
value of p for which an interpolating matrix function exists is an

Also

lhrrniitian cigcl~valurproblem. We begin by expanding fl as

...

(4.9)

(4.8) a n d (4 9) establishes the interpoiating plopeity of R(s) and
complete the proof.

0

T h e next result is the main theorem of our paper. Full
details of the proof had t o be omitted do t o space constraints, but

in which AO. A1 and A2 irrvy be easiiy identified from (4.10).

-

Further, AO=A8>U. AI=A; and AI=A:sU;
"

of the tllrer matrices in (4.13) ir obvious, while the definiteness of

A 0 and A2 follow from a simpie Lyspunov equation argument.

these m a y be f o u n d i n [14].

- . ..

Theorem 4 . 1

Next, we make the series of observations:

There exist a stable m x p matrix function R(s) with
IIR(s)llm<p satlfying the interpolation constraints (4.4) and (4.5)
if a n d only if the matrix

in which

is positive semi-definite, where

the hermitian nature

4.

(it) H is an hermit~anpencil and consequerltly has real

PI,. Delsarte. Y. Genio arid Y. Kamp, *On the role of

Nevanlinna-Pick problem in circuit and system theory". Circuit

eigenvaIues.

Theory and Applications. Vol. 9, pp 177-187, 1981.
( i i i ) H is siilgulnr if and only if II is singular.

5.1 C. A . Derorr, R. W. Liu, J. Murray and R. Saeks, "Feedback
it follows that n Z 0 if and

system design: The fractional reprerenratioil app~oachto analysis

only if ptAmax(H), where A,,,u(H) is the maximum p ill (4.15)

and synthesis". IEEE Trass. Auto. Contr.. Vol. AC-25, pp 399-

for which H i s singular [moreover, I I > U if p>Amax(H)]. In other

412. 198&

From the positive definiterrrss of A,,

words, the minimum norm of any interpolating matrix function is
6.1 3. C. Doyle et al, "Advances in multivariable control".

given by .\.lax(H).

ONR/Honeywell Workshop, 1984.

Remaik4.2

In the ease that II20 (rather than n>O), the

interpolating matrix function may be unique. Conditions for

7.1 1. P. FedEina, "A criterion for the solubility of the Nevanlinna-

uniquellrss appear a t the end of the proof of sufficieney[l4].

Pick tangent problem", Mat. Issled., 7, vyp.4(26), pp 213-227,
197?. (Russian).

5. CONCLUSIONS
8.1 1. P. Fedfina, '>A description of the solutions of tlte Nevanlinna-

The purpose af this paper was to obtain a n Hm-optimal

Pick tangent problem", Akad. Nauk Armjan. SSR Dokl., 60, pp 37-

controller degree bound for problenls of the first kind using

42, 1975. (Russian).

interpolation theory. This complements the analysis in (131 which is
based on approxinlatiol~theory. Apart from beiug of independent

9.1 I. P. FedEina, "The NevanlinnePick tangent problem with

theoretical interest, the interpolation theory proof is shorter. In the

multiple points", Akad. Nauk Armjan. SSR Dokl., 61, pp 214-218.

SlSO case the result is almost immediate if one assumes the

1975. (Russian).

classiral Scvanlinna-Pick-Schur theory. In the MIMO case i t was
#necessary to generalize the Nevanlinna-Pick tangent theory of

0

FedEina. Despite the need for this generalization, it is the authors'

P. P. Khargonekar and A. Tannenbaum. 'Non-Euclideau

metrics and robust stabilizatiall of systems with paranlrler

opinion that the -intrrpolatiou theory appronch is pedagogically

uncertainty", IEEE Traor. Auto. Contr., Vol. AC-30, pp IU05-

appealing. In the general case of interpolation with multiplicities,

1013.1985.

there seems to be little to choose between the approximation theory
and interpolation theory approaches: lhey are both complicated.

11.1 H. tiimura, '.Robust stabilization for a clajs of transier

-6.

functions*, IEEE Trans. Auto. Contr.. Vol. C - 2 9 . pp 7R8-793.
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